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Pop-Up

Hard Candy, Rock Candy ... Christina
Debs, please give me a candy !
She's Lebanese, she's talented, and sees life in a
spectrum of colors. Christina Debs has a sensitivity in
terms of 䂚耀ne jewelry, understanding what a woman
wants and how she wants to wear her jewelry. Her
iconic Hard Candy collection o쁞ers 22 colored stones
to be drilled with a initial, paved with diamonds and
picked by style. Rock Candy fully paves the previous
collection for a more rock and modern look.
HARD CANDY

ROCK CANDY

The Hard Candy collection stands out by its unique design of a rose cut

What became her signature design enabled the Lebanese designer to think

central stone available in over 45 di쁞erent colors and stones (black onyx,

forward. Since the establishment of the brand in 2009, the collection Hard

lapis lazuli, amazonite, agate, turquoise...) and set in a variety of looks.

Candy has grown on Christina Debs enabling her to develop Rock Candy, a

Depending on your taste, style and even budget, every single woman can

modernised and edgier version of the original pieces. By keeping the

䂚耀nd something that suits her in the Hard Candy Collection from a small

original shape of the central stone, she fully paves the iconic ring shape for

pendant necklace with a single stone set with prongs to a large ring

a glittering meteorite look set with diamonds, rubies, emeralds or

surrounded by diamonds and drilled with a paved initial.

sapphires. Hard Candy grew up to Rock Candy o쁞ering two looks for the
same shape !

http://www.theeyeofjewelry.com/en/theeyeofjewelry/582/christinadebsrockcandyhardcandy
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Loree Rodkin where
couture jewelry
meets
Loree Rodkin’s jewelry is all about
blurring the boundary between
nouveau vintage and modernity
with a 쀫air for the unexpected...
almost with a gothic style.
NEW DESIGNER

A talk with Reem
A jewelry smile: fun
Mobassaleh, founder and affordable
of R.Y.M Jewelry :
thanks to Rui䇰er
Engineered yet
It doesn't take much to smile ...a
spiritual is that really couple of funny visages, a satin
colored thread and a great idea
jewelry?
called Rui䂚耀er. Thank you Rachel

R.Y.M Jewelry debuted in 2016 with

Shaw for being a쁞ordingly creative

two de䂚耀ning collections : the

in putting making those adorable

Diamond Digit collection and the

emoticons into jewelry pendants.

Purely Portemanteau. However,
Reem Mobassaleh now based in

NEW COLLECTION

Venyx by Eugenia
Niarchos
Malicious gossip will claim that she
does not need to work, but what she
does, she does it well and we like
Eugenia Niarchos even more for
that reason. Ultimate freedom
explored through a dazzling
multitude of cultural landscapes for
subliminal aesthetic synthesis of
matter and spirit.
NEW DESIGNER

Dubai but a globetrotter who was
born in London and raised in the
U.S. started making jewelry since
2009 but truly developped a concept
2 years back. Explanations.
INTERVIEW
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